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Lessons Not Learned:
The Role of Operational
Risk in Rogue Trading
Serious lapses in operational risk control have been at the heart
of the major trading scandals of the past two decades, from the
Kidder fiasco in 1994 through the UBS meltdown last year.
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PM ÅVIVKQIT [MZ^QKM[ QVL][\Za Q[ XZW^QVO \W PI^M I
perennially short memory. Close at the heels of
the Societe Generale trading scandal where a lone
trader, Jerome Kerviel, managed to lose $7.2 billion
in unauthorized European Index Future trades,
=*;QVZMXWZ\MLI[QUQTIZ[KMVIZQW1V=*;¼
KI[MIVW\PMZTWVM\ZILMZ3_MS])LWJWTQM[KIXML\PMÅZU¼[
risk management radar, losing $2.3 billion on fraudulent Delta
1 and exchange-traded funds (ETF) transactions.
Most striking is that over the last two decades, there have
been repeated cases of rogue trading befalling many of the
TIZOM[\ ÅVIVKQIT QV[\Q\]\QWV[ ,M[XQ\M [WXPQ[\QKI\ML ZQ[S UIV-
agement governance and infrastructures, continued lapses in
\ZILQVO[]Z^MQTTIVKM_MZMIXXIZMV\I\UIVaWN \PM[MÅZU[)[
our Rogue Trading Hall of Fame indicates (see Table 1, page
\PQ[PILIKI\I[\ZWXQKQUXIK\WV[M^MZITÅZU[
Kidder Peabody never recovered from the Joe Jett episode
in 1994, and went into bankruptcy shortly thereafter. Barings
Bank, the oldest merchant bank in London dating back to
1762, collapsed in 1995 after Nick Leeson hit the bank with
a $1.4 billion loss on unauthorized futures and options trades
WV6QSSMQIVL2IXIVM[MOW^MZVUMV\JWVL[,IQ_I*IVS¼[
New York branch shut down operations in 1995, and bank
senior executives were subsequently slapped with a $340 mil-
TQWVÅVMI[_MTTI[U]T\QXTMNMTWVaIVLKWV[XQZIKaKPIZOM[\W
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defraud the US Federal Reserve Bank.
0W_M^MZ)1/¼[KZMLQ\LMNI]T\[_IX[[KIVLIT_I[XZWJIJTa
the most devastating of all trading imbroglios. In what appears
\WPI^MJMMVI]VQ\IJW^MIVaWN )1/¼[ZQ[SUIVIOMUMV\[]-
pervision, Joseph Cassano, head of AIG Financial Products
(AIGFP) in London, was allowed to assume enormous risk
Ja XZW^QLQVO KZMLQ\ XZW\MK\QWV \W UIVa ÅVIVKQIT QV[\Q\]\QWV[
in the form of credit default swaps (CDS). As the 2008 sub-
prime mortgage crisis came to a head, AIGFP suffered enor-
mous losses on their CDS trading, prompting credit agencies
\WLW_VOZILM)1/¼[KZMLQ\ZI\QVO
The loss of its AAA credit rating threw the parent, AIG, into
a severe liquidity crisis, effectively bankrupting the company.
What ensued was a government bailout to the tune of $85.5
JQTTQWVI[)1/_I[LMMUMLKZQ\QKIT\W\PM=;ÅVIVKQIT[a[\MU
or “too big to fail.”
So, how were these individuals able to remain undetected
(and seemingly unsupervised) for many years, without attract-
ing the attention of both mid- and senior-level management?
<ZIOQKITTa \PM[M \ZILQVO [KIVLIT[ TMN\ ÅZU[ TQSM 3QLLMZ 8MI-
body, Barings Bank and Daiwa Bank as road kill.
This article explores key aspects of operational risk control
that are often neglected and the limitations of quantitative
risk measures like value-at-risk (VaR), stress testing and model
^ITQLI\QWV )T\PW]OP \PM[M \WWT[ IZM M[[MV\QIT \W I ÅZU¼[ ZQ[S
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Table 1: Rogue Trading Hall of Fame
Year

Company

Years to
Discovery Source of Loss

Trader

Auditor

1994 Kidder Peabody

Joseph Jett

KPMG

2

False profits on US
Treasury forward trades.

1995 Barings Bank

Nick Leeson

Deloitte and
Touche

3

Unauthorized speculative
position on A) futures
linked to Nikkei 225 and
Japanese government
bonds; and B) options on
Nikkei index.

1995 Daiwa Bank

Toshihide Iguchi

Showa Ota (part
of Ernst and
Young)

11

Unauthorized US Treasury
bond trading.

1996 Morgan Grenfell
Asset
Management

Peter Young

KPMG

1

Shares-investments in
unlisted companies.

1997 UBS

Ramy Goldstein

Ernst and Young

6

Inadequately hedged
equity derivative trades.

2002 Allfirst
Financial/Allied
Irish Bank

John Rusnak

Ernst and Young

2

FX Options and bets on
Japanese yen.

2008 Societe Generale

Jerome Kerviel

Ernst and Young

3

European Index Futures.

2008 AIGFP

Joseph Cassano

Price
Waterhouse
Coopers (PwC)

2011 UBS

Kweku Adoboli

Ernst and Young

n/a

3

Credit Default Swaps
(CDS).
Delta 1 and Equities ETF.

Trading
Losses ($B)

Problem Type

Risk Classification

Flaw in Kidder Peabody’s
computer systems.
System incorrectly valued
forward traded trades as
immediately settled.
A) Trader was allowed to
execute AND settle his
own trades; B) unchecked
error account. Error
accounts used to correct
mistakes in trading.

Operational/IT Systems

0.35

Kidder Peabody Bankruptcy.

Operational

1.40

Collapse of Barings Bank.

Operational

1.10

Operational/Legal and
Compliance — Lack of
oversight on cross border
transactions/legal entities.

0.66

A) Daiwa end of US Operations; B) $340mm
fine; C) 16 counts of Federal felonies; D) 2
counts of conspiracy to defraud US and
Federal Reserve bank; E) 1 count misprision
of a felony; F) 10 counts of falsifying bank
records; G) 2 counts of wire fraud and; H) 1
count of obstructing a bank examination.
Eventual sale to Deutsche Bank.

Operational/Legal and
Compliance

0.68

Merger with Swiss Bank Corporation (SBC).

Operational

0.75

Allfirst Financial sold to M&T Bank.

Operational

7.22

Net loss reported for one quarter.

Falsifying subcustody
account statements held
at Bankers Trust. (Note:
Iguchi’s did not relinquish
back-office
responsibilities with his
promotion to trader.)
A) Shell companies in
Luxembourg to hide
dealings in unlisted
companies, mainly in
Scandinavia; B) breach of
rules in investing more
than 10% in unlisted
stocks.
A) Independence from the
bankor company risk
control process; B)
conflicts of interest and
overlapping of
responsibilities in UBS’
risk management efforts.
A) Booking bogus trades
with Asian counterparties;
B) forged trade
confirmations.
Unhedged futures
contracts covered with
bogus forward trades.
Unhedged CDS.

Unmonitored “failed to
deliver trades.”

Adverse external eventssubprime mortgage
crisis/credit ratings
downgrade.
Operational

Final Result

85.50

* AIG Bankruptcy, US Treasury/NY Fed
bailout; continuing majority ownership by
US Government.

2.30

UBS CEO resignation and management
shakeup.

Auditor Sanction

Deloitte and Touche
found guilty of
negligence in its
audit by UK court.
Red flag that Barings
posted more margin
to Singapore futures
exchange than it had
received from
customer accounts.

Sources: Baltimore Sun, Bilanz, New York Times, The Independent, Wall Street Journal, Wall Street & Technology
* Total bailout amount to rescue AIG, “Too Big To Fail” status.

governance program, a holistic enterprise risk management
approach is critical.
Based on the history of rogue trading scandals, it is clearer
than ever that effective trading surveillance cannot be achieved
without sustained, regular dialogue between risk managers,
traders and management. It is most critical to provide con-
structive challenges, to ask tough questions and to escalate is-
sues up the management chain if responses from trading are
unsatisfactory. While the Dodd/Frank Act and Basel III may
provide reporting transparency, especially for derivative prod-
ucts, clearing through exchanges and transitioning from old to
new reporting platforms can present a different set of opera-
tional risks.
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Operational Black Holes: Costs and Effects
History has shown that the majority of trading debacles were
attributable to serious lapses in operational risk control. The
day-to-day operations of a global bank involve thousands of
transactions in multiple products and currencies across multi-
ple regions and legal entities. This complex web of operational
processes makes it vulnerable to breakdowns and, in extreme
cases, to fraud.
In at least two recent instances (Adoboli at UBS and Kerviel
I\;WK/MV\PMXZQWZJIKSWNÅKMM`XMZQMVKMWN \PMNZI]L[\MZ[
provided them with the intimate knowledge of how to exploit
\PMQZÅZU[¼WXMZI\QWVIT^]TVMZIJQTQ\QM[\W\PMQZIL^IV\IOM?Q\P
the exception of Joe Jett and Kidder Peabody, all the cases of
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ZWO]M\ZILQVOWKK]ZZMLQVIZMOQWVITWZZMUW\MWNÅKMNIZNZWU
the oversight of stronger audit, compliance and risk teams.
Table 2 (see below) provides a summary of common types
of operational breakdowns.
These “black holes” are often overseen by mostly junior
JIKSWNÅKM[\INN IVLKWV[QLMZMLXIZ\WN \PMLIQTa\MLQW][JIKS
WNÅKM ZMKWVKQTQI\QWV XZWKML]ZM[ /Q^MV \PM LQ[XIZQ\a QV KWU-
XMV[I\QWVIVLML]KI\QWVJM\_MMVNZWV\WNÅKMIVLWXMZI\QWV[
staff, it is not hard to understand how traders can intimidate
operations staff into submission.
.WZM`IUXTMQV\PMKI[MWN 2WPV:][VISWN )TTÅZ[\.QVIV-
cial Inc. in Baltimore, Maryland, a subsidiary of Allied Irish
Bank, an independent investigation revealed that Mr. Rusnak
WN\MVJMZI\MLJIKSWNÅKM[\INN_PMVY]M[\QWVMLIVLJMKIUM
verbally abusive when pressed for information.1 The last straw
KIUM_PMVPMNIQTML\WXZWL]KMKWVÅZU[NZWU)[QIVKW]V\MZ-
parties under pressure from a more diligent and senior opera-
tions manager. These aggressive tactics allowed Mr. Rusnak
to accumulate $750 million of trading losses, over a two-year
XMZQWL TMILQVO \W \PM M^MV\]IT [ITM WN  )TTÅZ[\ .QVIVKQIT \W I
regional competitor.

Table 2: Operational Risk Black Holes
Type

Ops Risk Issue

Result

Department Responsible

Erroneous
Adjustments

Adjustments made in
error may “fix” a “true
break,” therefore hiding a
bogus trade.
All too often, when
resolving breaks,
operations might “take
the traders word for it”
instead of taking the time
to fully research the
cause of the break.
Relevant accounts
missing from the
reconciliation.
Multiple “as of” trades
can be a signal that a
trader is creating
positions “after the fact.”
Multiple cancellations
can be a signal that a
trader is booking bogus
trades.
A counterparty may not
be aware of the trade or
is unable to deliver on
the trade.
Confirmations with
counterparties may not
be matched or sent out
at all.
Technology breakdowns
such as imperfect backoffice feeds, or logic as
to what accounts appear
on which reconciliations,
can hide exposure.

Undetected trading
exposure.

Operations

Undetected trading
exposure.

Operations/Accounting

Positions sitting in
unmonitored accounts.

Operations and IT

Inaccurate trade position
reporting; fraudulent trades
creation.

Risk and Compliance

Concealing bogus trades by
cancelling them before they
fail or are “don’t know”
(DK’d) by a counterparty.
Unresolved/uncorrected
trades resolution,
increasing exposure and
penalties over time.
Heightens the risk of failed
trades or bogus trades.

Risk and Compliance

Trades may be missing in a
back-office batch or
rejected due to data
integrity issues. This may
not be caught resulting in a
costly error and increased
hidden exposure.

IT

Poor
Reconciliation
due diligence

Incomplete
FOBO
Reconciliations
“As of” Trades

Cancelled
Trades
Failed Trades

Confirmations

Poor
Technology
Monitoring
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Traders can book bogus
trades in an array of different account types to conceal
losses. Nick Leeson, who
used the “5 eights error”
account to hide trade losses,
was a prime example.
“Parking Trades” — Miscellaneous Trading and
Trading-Related Accounts
Firms that maintain various miscellaneous trading and trad-
ing-related accounts also have vulnerable spots in their op-
erational process chain. Table 3 (see page 24) provides a list
of trading-related accounts and the potential risks when not
monitored thoroughly.
In addition to proprietary accounts and customer accounts,
ÅZU[ IT[W ][M W\PMZ \aXM[ WN  IKKW]V\[ \W KWVL]K\ J][QVM[[
These accounts are necessary to segregate customer funds,
balance legal entities and legally transfer funds and securities
between business units. When not monitored properly, they
can create accounting and operational misrepresentations
leading to undetected losses.
Traders can book bogus trades in an array of different ac-
count types to conceal these losses. Nick Leeson, who used the
“5 eights” error account to hide trade losses, was a prime ex-
ample.2 It was widely reported that Leeson originally used the
error account to book an erroneous sale of options contracts
by one of his colleagues, and then, over time, increasingly uti-
lized the account to book more bad trades. Leeson saddled
*IZQVO[ *IVS _Q\P I  JQTTQWV TW[[ TMILQVO \W \PM JIVS¼[
eventual closing, after more than two centuries of illustrious
existence.
5MIV_PQTMW^MZIVaMIZXMZQWL,IQ_I*IVS¼[<W[PQPQLM
Iguchi mismanaged customer custody accounts and sub-custo-
dy accounts held at Bankers Trust through unauthorized sales
of US Treasury bonds in these accounts. As losses mounted,
and with customers continuously requiring interest payments
on securities held in custody by Daiwa, Iguchi began falsifying
sub-custody bank statements with bogus trades and accounting
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entries. In the end, Daiwa not only had to repay $377 million
to the customer accounts that Iguchi had looted but also had
to shut down its US operations, pay an additional $340 million
QVÅVM[IVLXTMILO]QT\a\WNMTWVaIVLKWV[XQZIKaKPIZOM[\W
defraud the US Federal Reserve.3

Table 3: Miscellaneous Accounts
Account Type

Definition

Potential Risk

Intercompany

Facilitates a transfer of securities of
cash between separate legal entities.

A trade may sit in an intercompany account of
one entity and never be transferred to the
opposing intercompany of the other entity.

Error

Used to book erroneous transactions.

A trader can book bogus trades into this
account to hide losses.

Omnibus

Typically, an account used between
futures merchants where transactions
for multiple clients are held at one
futures merchant until they are
booked into the relevant client
accounts at another futures merchant.

If not reconciled and monitored properly,
trades could sit in the omnibus account,
exposing one or both of the futures merchants
to risk.

Client
Facilitation

Principal account used to book
executions for a client – executions
which are then allocated to that
client’s account.

Bogus executions can be booked into these
accounts and never get allocated.

Custody
Account

Customer account held by an
institution, but managed by
custodian.

Lax monitoring can result in bogus trades
executed away from customer instructions.

Operational Impact of Mergers: Processes and IT
8I[\IVLZMKMV\UMZOMZ[JM\_MMVÅVIVKQITQV[\Q\]\QWV[XZM[MV\
VM_ IZMI[ WN  WXMZI\QWVIT ZQ[S[ IVL TMI^M ÅZU[ ^]TVMZIJTM \W
rogue trading activities. Post merger infrastructure fragmen-
tation makes managing overall risk and exposure a daunting
task. Consolidation of different business units, operations and
IT infrastructures can take years to complete. Areas where
ILLMLWXMZI\QWVITZQ[SKIVZM[QLMQVKT]LMNZWV\\WJIKSWNÅKM
reconciliations, overall counterparty risk and proprietary and
client exposure reporting.
)[J][QVM[[LMUIVL[KWV\QV]M\WLZQ^MÅZU[\WXTIKMXZQWZ-
ity on purchasing and developing new technologies, consoli-
dating legacy systems invariably takes a back seat. Application
fragmentation across various business units makes aggregating
ZQ[SIVLM`XW[]ZMWVIÅZU_QLMJI[Q[ILQNÅK]T\\I[S.WZM`-
ample, aggregating exposures to the same product or coun-
terparties across business units, geographical jurisdictions and
TMOITMV\Q\QM[KW]TLJMLIUIOQVOQN IÅZUNIQT[\WQV\MOZI\MVM_
and legacy systems. Recent mergers (e.g., Wells Fargo acquir-
ing Wachovia and Bank of America acquiring Merrill Lynch)
exemplify the huge challenge of integrating not only people,
but processes and technologies.
The continuing overall trend in risk technology investment
[XMVLQVO ZMUIQV[ PMI^QTa JQI[ML \W_IZL[ ÅVIVKQIT ZQ[S UIV-
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agement (market, credit, ALM/liquidity and counterparty)
^MZ[][VWVÅVIVKQIT)54ÅVIVKQITKZQUMKWTTI\MZITUIVIOM-
ment, ERM, operational risk and compliance, and regulatory
reporting).4 Graph 1 (below) shows most recent spending esti-
UI\M[\WJMI\IJW]\ NWZÅVIVKQIT^[ NWZVWVÅVIV-
cial and 11% for others.

Graph 1: 2012 Risk Management IT Spending
Estimates
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Source: Celent, “Strength Under Fire in Risk Management: New Realities, Technology Imperatives and
Investment Spending,” by Cubillas Ding, February 21, 2012.

/IZ\VMZ IV 1< KWV[]T\QVO ÅZU JMTQM^M[ VM_ ZMO]TI\QWV[
UIaN]Z\PMZIKKMTMZI\MUMZOMZ[QV\PMÅVIVKQIT[MZ^QKM[[MK\WZ5
Basel III and the Dodd-Frank Act, due to their new restrictions
on proprietary trading activities and higher capital require-
ments, will impact the viability of smaller institutions. As fur-
ther consolidations take place, acquiring institutions face the
KPITTMVOM WN  QV\MOZI\QVO UWZM IXXTQKI\QWV[ WNÅKM[ XZWL]K\[
and employees. An attendant result will be new and increased
operational risks emerging from these integration activities.
Limitations to Quantitative Measures of Risk
Beginning in the late 1980s, a new standard for measuring
market risk had gained traction within the risk community:
VaR. This new approach evolved in the last 20 years to be a
leading benchmark, and became the cornerstone of risk man-
IOMUMV\QVUW[\ITTWN \PMTIZOM[\ÅVIVKQITQV[\Q\]\QWV[
>I:¼[ XWX]TIZQ\a PIL JMMV TIZOMTa LZQ^MV Ja Q\[ KIXIJQTQ\a
to provide a singular quantitative measure of loss over a speci-
ÅML\QUMPWZQbWVIVL\WI[[QOVQVLWTTIZ\MZU[\PMTW[[WN I
XWZ\NWTQW¼[^IT]M6 However, although VaR will continue to be
a mainstay in risk metrics, its limitations have become widely
known, with Long Term Capital Management (LTCM) as its
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unfortunate poster child.
1V !!  4<+5¼[ _MTTKPZWVQKTML UMT\LW_V M`XW[ML \PM
limitations of VaR modeling and inadequacies of historical
probabilities in predicting the future. Because Russia default-
ed on its domestic (rather than foreign) debt, something that
PILVM^MZWKK]ZZMLJMNWZM4<+5¼[>I:UWLMT[I[[QOVMLI
probability of zero and incorrectly calculated the losses of this
event. The miscalculation threw LTCM into a liquidity cri-
sis, eventually leading to a bailout by a private consortium of
JIVS[IVLÅVIVKQITQV[\Q\]\QWV[
Stress testing is another methodology used to monitor risk
concentrations across business units and relevant risk catego-
ries.7 In addition, stress testing allows risk aggregation that en-
IJTM[ÅZU[\W\M[\LMXMVLMVKQM[_Q\PQVZQ[SKI\MOWZQM[<PMZM
are two broad categories employed in stress testing: scenario
analysis and sensitivity testing. Scenario analysis, a forward-
looking approach that tests hypothetical “could be” events, is
a useful tool for a more active and dynamic risk management
approach.
;QUQTIZ \W >I: \PQ[ IXXZWIKP PI[ [QOVQÅKIV\ TQUQ\I\QWV[
7VMWN \PMSMaÆI_[QV[\ZM[[\M[\QVOQ[\PMI[[]UX\QWV\PI\I
ÅZU¼[ZQ[SM`XW[]ZMQ[[\I\QKL]ZQVO\PM[\ZM[[XMZQWL#\PQ[I[-
[]UX\QWVUQOP\TMILIÅZU\WOI]OM\PMQUXIK\IVLQUUMLQ-
acy of new exposures inaccurately. The recent case of AIGFP
WNNMZ[IOWWLM`IUXTMWN _Pa\PQ[I[[]UX\QWVQ[ÆI_ML.ZWU
July to September 2008, the sudden worsening of the sub-
prime mortgage crisis and extreme market volatility severely
PIVLQKIXXML)1/.8¼[IJQTQ\a\WM`Q\+,;\ZILM[IVLY]QKSTa
react to changing market conditions.
.WZUIVaÅZU[[\ZM[[\M[\[\PI\KWUXZMPMV[Q^MTaUMI[]ZM
broad risk categories across business units are generally only
undertaken on a limited basis.8 This limits the ability in devel-
oping scenarios to capture non-linearities in complex prod-
]K\[I[_MTTI[\WQLMV\QNaXTI][QJTM[KMVIZQWM^MV\[_Q\PÅVIV-
cial and operational implications.9
Model validation is another important approach for identi-
fying risks in complex products. For liquid assets where there
are directly observable prices in the marketplace, pricing is
an easy exercise. But with the exponential growth of deriva-
tives and structured products, prices for these assets cannot be
directly observed and need to be inferred from related instru-
ments or “proxy.”
The process of pricing, known as “marking to model,” is de-
pendent on mathematical algorithms combined with subjec-
tive judgments.10 The subjective component, most commonly
the choice of the best proxy instrument as a model input, ex-
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Basel III ... is largely focused
on guarding against systemic risk and the repeat of the
“too big to fail” scenario.
poses the valuation process to error estimation. However, since
many complex instruments “trade by appointment,” coming
up with the most appropriate proxy is extremely challenging.
Dodd/Frank Act and Basel III
)T\PW]OP VM_ ZMO]TI\WZa QVQ\QI\Q^M[ [XMKQÅKITTa \PM ,WLL
Frank Act and Basel III) may enhance reporting and transpar-
MVKaQV\PMUIZSM\[ILWX\QWVNWZÅVIVKQITQV[\Q\]\QWV[IKZW[[
the board will be a formidable task. Both compliance and op-
erational requirements are substantial.
On Dodd/Frank alone, there are 400 mandated rules, and
WVTa!WZIUMIOMZ PILJMMVÅVITQbMLI[WN 2IV]IZa
2012.11 Moreover, participants in derivatives markets in the US
have been left with many operational ambiguities as a result
of jurisdictional bifurcation between the two main regulatory
agencies, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and
Commodity Futures Trade Commission (CFTC), over deriva-
tives products. Some examples where increased operational
due diligence will be required for derivatives reporting are in
the areas of collateral segregation, cross-border transactions
and pre (legacy) versus post (new) Dodd/Frank Act margin re-
quirement reporting.
Basel III, which targets increased capital requirements for
\PMJQOOM[\ÅVIVKQITQV[\Q\]\QWV[Q[TIZOMTaNWK][MLWVO]IZL-
ing against systemic risk and the repeat of the “too big to fail”
scenario. While Basel III addresses liquidity and leverage is-
sues that were found to be drivers in the failures of several
institutions during the crisis, further regulatory coverage is
extended through the imposition of new capital charges for
stressed credit valuation adjustment VaR (CVA VaR) and cor-
ZMTI\QWVJM\_MMVÅVIVKQITQV\MZUMLQIZQM[12 CVA VaR, which
provides an added layer of risk protection to institutions and
\PMÅVIVKQIT[a[\MUWV\WXWN UIZSM\>I:bMZWM[QVWVUIV-
aging counterparty risk especially concentrated over a number
of large institutional dealers.
However, similar to Dodd/Frank, Basel III can only pro-
^QLM I [\Z]K\]ZIT NZIUM_WZS NWZ ÅZU[ \W UIVIOM ZQ[S ?PMV
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LMITQVO_Q\PQTTQY]QLXZWL]K\[TQSMQTTQY]QL+,;¼\PI\KIVVW\
be cleared, institutions still have to manage risk through tradi-
tional reserves and exposure limits.13
Closing Thoughts
People risk and human behaviors were at the heart of opera-
tional risk that was evident in the largest trading scandals. In
nearly every case, the problems lay in failed internal controls
IVL[a[\MU[IVLILQ[\WZ\MLNWK][WVXZWÅ\[I\\PMM`XMV[MWN 
appropriate due diligence by mid- and senior-level manage-
ment. Because these scandals were not mostly driven by exter-
nal events, new broad regulatory initiatives like Dodd/Frank
and Basel III may have little impact on discouraging future

People risk and human behaviors were at the heart of
operational risk that was
evident in the largest trading scandals.
rogue trading activities.
While critical in assessing market, liquidity and credit risk
issues, quantitative measures of risk — like VaR, stress test-
ing and model validation — still need to be integrated with
operational risk monitoring for a holistic enterprise risk man-
agement approach. Past and present merger activities among
institutions pose additional challenges in risk aggregation and
assimilating legacy systems, especially since investment spend-
ing for operational risk technology remains a relatively small
part of budgets.
Unless operational risk is at the center of strategic and oper-
I\QWVITLMKQ[QWV[ÅZU[_QTTKWV\QV]M\WJM^]TVMZIJTMLM[XQ\M
the presence of enhanced risk analytics and regulatory reform.
Most importantly, there can be no substitute for regular and
[][\IQVMLLQITWO]MJM\_MMVZQ[SWNÅKMZ[IVL\ZILQVOUIVIOM-
ment in order to maintain effective trading surveillance. A ro-
bust risk governance process requires a mechanism for person-
nel, up and down the management chain, to escalate trading
or security breaches without fear of economic penalty or ret-
ribution. Risk management must exist as the core value of an
organization, embedded in its day-to-day operations.
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